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AT YOUR SERVICE!
We have selected a number of shirts that we feel are particularly suitable to be worn at 
workplaces within different service professions. Everything from store and warehousing 
to restaurants and different automotive professions. One major advantage is that a shirt 
is ideal for wearing and matching with other garments. Let yourself be inspired and make 
your choice of work shirt with care.

Welcome to Ernst Alexis – the shirt makers from Aplared.

WE ARE 
SHIRT- 

MAKERS
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AT WORK!
Naturally, we think that a shirt is the best garment to wear. Often for leisure, but mainly at 
work. A shirt always gives a good impression and fits in well in most workplaces. Allow us 
to present our latest models 5970 and 5980 – a hard wearing shirt especially developed to be 
worn in a wide range of service professions. At your service!

Let us help you to dress well and right for work!

5980 / AT WORK ON DEMAND
The minimum amount of fabric that can be produced is 240 metres. This is enough to make approximately 

150 men’s shirts or 200 ladies’ shirts, where the minimum production order must contain at least 100 

shirts of the same fit.

We recommend selecting Ernst Alexis universal fit according to the following arrangements:

SLIM FIT sizes 35/36 - 39/40

CONTEMPORARY FIT sizes 41/42 - 43/44

CLASSIC FIT sizes 45/46 - 49/50

LADIES FIT sizes 34 - 50
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LADIES FIT

-85-21 -22 -25 * -27 -28-11 -19 * -99-38-33-30 -67* -64* -00

ERNST ALEXIS / All our garments are manufactured using Öko-Tex Standard 100 certified fabrics and the Reach standard.

* The fabric is 65% recycled polyester and 35% organic cotton

MIXED COTTON TWILL
material: 65% polyester 35% cotton. collar: Optionally.  
details: The buttons and thread create new custom design opportunities.

CLASSIC FIT sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5980 
CONTEMPORARY FIT sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5983
SLIM FIT sizes. 35/36 - 45/46 5985
LADIES FIT sizes. 34 - 50 6980

price: sek 599 / nok 599 / dkk 479 / eur 65

MIXED COTTON

5980

ON DEMAND
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LADIES FIT

-85-21 -22  -25 * -27 -28-11 -19 * -99-38-33-30 -67* -64* -00

ERNST ALEXIS / All our garments are manufactured using Öko-Tex Standard 100 certified fabrics and the Reach standard.

MIXED COTTON TWILL
material: 65% polyester 35% cotton. collar: Optionally.  
details: Snap buttons.

CLASSIC FIT sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5970 
CONTEMPORARY FIT sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5973
SLIM FIT sizes. 35/36 - 45/46 5975
LADIES FIT sizes. 34 - 50 6970

price: sek 699 / nok 699 / dkk 559 / eur 76

* The fabric is 65% recycled polyester and 35% organic cotton

MIXED COTTON

5970

ON DEMAND
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5970 / AT WORK ON DEMAND
The minimum amount of fabric that can be produced is 240 metres. This is enough to make approximately 

150 men’s shirts or 200 ladies’ shirts, where the minimum production order must contain at least 100 

shirts of the same fit.

We recommend selecting Ernst Alexis universal fit according to the following arrangements:

SLIM FIT sizes 35/36 - 39/40

CONTEMPORARY FIT sizes 41/42 - 43/44

CLASSIC FIT sizes 45/46 - 49/50

LADIES FIT sizes 34 - 50









-21 -25-11 -27 -38 -64 -99-33 -87-67-00

LADIES FIT

ERNST ALEXIS / All our garments are manufactured using Öko-Tex Standard 100 certified fabrics and the Reach standard.

MIXED COTTON POPLIN CLASSIC FIT chest pocket, front placket sizes. 35/36 - 49/50 5085
material: 55% cotton 45% polyester. collar: Turn down.  CONTEMPORARY FIT no chest pocket, front placket, colours -00, -64, -99 sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5087
details: Matching buttons.  SLIM FIT no chest pocket, colours -00, -11, -21, -25, -27, -38, -64, -87, -99 sizes. 35/36 - 45/46 5090
 LADIES FIT with yoke sizes. 34 - 50 6085

 price: sek 499 / nok 499 / dkk 399 / eur 55

IN STOCK

MIXED COTTON

5085
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GENUINE CRAFTSMANSHIP
Our textile traditions extend more than 100 years back in time, from when Master Tailor 
Ernst Alexis Pettersson started his tailoring business. In addition to the widest range of 
traditional shirts for work and leisure on the market, we now also offer our carefully selected 
ERNST ALEXIS AT WORK collection.

Unique designs of high quality at the right price.

WE ARE 
SHIRT- 

MAKERS



-27-11 -21-00

LADIES FIT

ERNST ALEXIS / All our garments are manufactured using Öko-Tex Standard 100 certified fabrics and the Reach standard.

MIXED COTTON OXFORD
material: 70% cotton 30% polyester. collar: Button down.  
details: Matching buttons.

CLASSIC FIT chest pocket, front placket sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5100
CONTEMPORARY FIT no chest pocket, front placket sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5102
SLIM FIT no chest pocket, front placket sizes. 37/38 - 45/46 5103 
LADIES FIT with yoke sizes. 34 - 50 6100

price: sek 499 / nok 499 / dkk 399 / eur 55

IN STOCK

MIXED COTTON

5100
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LADIES FIT

-99

ERNST ALEXIS / All our garments are manufactured using Öko-Tex Standard 100 certified fabrics and the Reach standard.

MIXED COTTON POPLIN
material: 55% cotton 45% polyester. collar: Grandad.  
details: Matching buttons. 

CLASSIC FIT chest pocket sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5960-99
CONTEMPORARY FIT no chest pocket sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5963-99
SLIM FIT no chest pocket sizes. 35/36 - 45/46 5965-99
LADIES FIT sizes. 34 - 50 6960-99

price: sek 499 / nok 499 / dkk 399 / eur 55

GRANDAD COLLAR
IN STOCK

MIXED COTTON

5960
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LADIES FIT

-27-21-20

ERNST ALEXIS / All our garments are manufactured using Öko-Tex Standard 100 certified fabrics and the Reach standard.

PURE COTTON GARMENT WASH / TWILL
material: Garment washed, 100% cotton. collar: Small button down.  
details: Off-white buttons on colour -20, -21. Grey buttons on colour -27. 

CLASSIC FIT chest pocket, front placket sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5790 
CONTEMPORARY FIT no chest pocket, front placket sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5793 
SLIM FIT no chest pocket, front placket sizes. 35/36 - 45/46 5795 
LADIES CASUAL FIT with yoke sizes. 34 - 50 6790

price: sek 749 / nok 749 / dkk 599 / eur 82

To make our Garment wash shirt model more comfortable and supple, we wash them before we fold them. The Denim shirts can 
vary in colour due to fading and the wash they have been through. Therefore one could say that each shirt is unique and differs in 
appearance from garment to garment.

IN STOCK IN STOCK

 GARMENT WASH

PURE COTTON

5790
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LADIES FITLADIES FIT

-27-21-20

ERNST ALEXIS / All our garments are manufactured using Öko-Tex Standard 100 certified fabrics and the Reach standard.

PURE COTTON GARMENT WASH / TWILL
material: Garment washed, 100% cotton. collar: Small button down.  
details: Off-white buttons on colour -20, -21. Grey buttons on colour -27. 

CLASSIC FIT chest pocket, front placket sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5790 
CONTEMPORARY FIT no chest pocket, front placket sizes. 37/38 - 49/50 5793 
SLIM FIT no chest pocket, front placket sizes. 35/36 - 45/46 5795 
LADIES CASUAL FIT with yoke sizes. 34 - 50 6790

price: sek 749 / nok 749 / dkk 599 / eur 82

To make our Garment wash shirt model more comfortable and supple, we wash them before we fold them. The Denim shirts can 
vary in colour due to fading and the wash they have been through. Therefore one could say that each shirt is unique and differs in 
appearance from garment to garment.

IN STOCK

 GARMENT WASH

PURE COTTON

5790
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IT SHOULD BE 
EASY TO CHOOSE 
A SHIRT FROM  
ERNST ALEXIS
After all, it’s only genuine experience that is credible enough to make a wise decision  
when choosing a shirt. That is the difference. We know shirts inside out.

Welcome to Ernst Alexis – Our textile traditions are always included.

WE ARE 
SHIRT- 

MAKERS
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www.ernstalexis.se




